Wild Desires Book 2

This is the second book of the Wild Desires
series, written in the delicious and sensual
style of Natalie Wild. Alyssa kills two
birds with one stone; giving into temptation
by sleeping with the sensual Jill and
fulfilling her partners threesome fantasy.
However, when real life intrudes, will it
turn out that her sex drive has clouded her
judgment?
Alyssa succumbs to her
previously suppressed sexual desire by
engaging in a threesome with her yoga
teacher and her perfect partner, Jonathan.
Afterwards, it seems that everybody is
happy but her. Meeting her best friend
from college only confirms her fears, but is
her friend acting out of the same jealously
that is consuming Alyssa? After letting the
sexual cat out of the bag, Alyssa attempts
to focus Jonathans attentions back on her
and control the jealousy and insecurity that
threatens to overwhelm her. Meanwhile,
Jill just cannot let go, but seems to have
shifted her attentions from the curvy,
sensible Alyssa to strong, masculine
Jonathan. This ebook contains very hot
and explicit descriptions of romantic
activity. Only mature readers should
download this book.
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